We consider gauge invariant cosmological perturbations in UV-modified, z = 3 (non-projectable) Hořava gravity with one scalar matter field, which has been proposed as a renormalizable gravity theory without the ghost problem in four dimensions. In order to exhibit its dynamical degrees of freedom, we consider the Hamiltonian reduction method and find that, by solving all the constraint equations, the degrees of freedom are the same as those of Einstein gravity: One scalar and two tensor (graviton) modes when a scalar matter field presents. However, we confirm that there is no extra graviton modes and general relativity is recovered in IR, which achieves the consistency of the model. From the UV-modification terms which break the detailed balance condition in UV, we obtain scale-invariant power spectrums for non-inflationary backgrounds, like the power-law expansions, without knowing the details of early expansion history of Universe. This could provide a new framework for the Big Bang cosmology. Moreover, we find that tensor and scalar fluctuations travel differently in UV, generally. We present also some clarifying remarks about confusing points in the literatures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several years ago, Hořava proposed a renormalizable, higher-derivative gravity theory, without ghost problems, by considering different scaling dimensions for space and time [1] . From the lack of full diffemorphism (Diff) beyond general relativity (GR) limit, its constraint structure is quite complicated and not completely understood yet [2] [3] [4] .
As a closely related problem, there have been confusions regarding the extra graviton mode, known as the 'scalar graviton', and the recovery of GR in IR limit [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, in the non-projectable case, which allows arbitrary space-time dependent linear perturbations in the lapse function N so that there exists the "local" Hamiltonian constraint as well as the momentum constraints, it has been shown that the scalar mode can be consistently decoupled from the usual tensor graviton modes in the spatially flat (k = 0) cosmological background as well as the flat (vanishing cosmological constant, Λ = 0) Minkowski vacuum for some appropriate gauge choices [11] [12] [13] [14] . Later, a more complete analysis has been done by considering the most general expressions of the cosmological perturbations for metric as well as that of a canonical scalar matter field and it has been shown that, without choosing any gauge, there are one scalar and two tensor modes as in GR, by solving all the constraint equations in the Hamiltonian reduction method [15] 1 . However, there is a serious physical problem in those works since scale-invariant power spectrums for the quantized cosmic scalar fluctuations can not be obtained, in disagreement with observational data. This is basically due to the exact cancelation of the sixth-orderspatial derivative terms for scalar fluctuations, from the "detailed balance" condition, which was originally introduced to construct the four-dimensional, power-counting renormalizable gravity action with some limited number of independent coupling constants, motivated by reminiscent methods in condensed matter systems [1] .
On the other hand, it is already known that the detailed balance condition is too restrictive to get a viable model in IR limit since the usual Schwarzschild black hole solution as well as the Newtonian potential in the weak field approximation for vanishing cosmological constant can not be obtained. Similar to the IR problem, one can also cure the above UV problem by considering some "UV-breaking" of the detailed balance condition so that the sixth-spatial derivatives for the scalar fluctuations do not cancel.
In this regard, there have been several works already for the flat Minkowski vacuum [14, 17, 18] , FRW cosmology [17, 19, 20] , cosmological perturbations [21] ( [22, 23] for the projectable case, [24] [25] [26] for the extended case), but still a through analysis, similar to [15] is lacking. One of the purpose of this paper is to fill the gap by considering the gauge invariant cosmological perturbations in the Hamiltonian reduction approach, without the above mentioned UV problem.
In this paper, we consider gauge invariant cosmological perturbations in UV-modified (non-projectable) Hořava gravity with one scalar matter field so that the scalar cosmological fluctuation can be also (power-counting) renormalizable with the dynamical critical exponent z = 3 in four dimensions. By solving all the constraints using the Hamiltonian reduction method, we find that only one scalar and two tensor (graviton) degrees of freedom are left 1 In the projectable case [15] , where the lapse function is a function of time only, or in the extended model with the dynamical lapse function [8, 16] , there exists one extra scalar graviton mode. But in this paper, we will not consider those cases since it is not clear whether it could be a viable model even in our solar system, not to mention pathological ghost behaviors [7, 9] . when a scalar matter field presents, as in Einstein gravity. This confirms that there is no extra scalar graviton mode and GR is recovered in IR, which provides the consistency of the model. Furthermore, we obtain the scale-invariant power spectrums for non-inflationary backgrounds, like the power-law expansions with the power of 1/3 < p < 1, without knowing the details of early expansion history of Universe. Moreover, we find that tensor and scalar fluctuations travel differently in UV, generally. This could provide a new framework for the Big Bang cosmology. In addition, we revisit several debating issues which have been discussed earlier within the Lagrangian approach with the appropriate gauge choices in [12] and confirm their resolutions in the Hamiltonian approach in a gauge independent way. We have also clarified several confusing points which have not been discussed clearly in [15] .
II. UV-MODIFIED HOŘAVA ACTION AND ITS COSMOLOGICAL PERTUR-BATIONS
We start by considering the ADM decomposition of the metric,
and the UV-modified Hořava gravity action with z = 3, a 'la Hořava, which is power-counting renormalizable [1] , is given by
where
is the extrinsic curvature (the prime ( ′ ) denotes the derivative with respect to η), ǫ ijk is the Levi-Civita symbol, R ij and R are the Ricci tensor and scalar of the three-dimensional (Euclidean) spacial geometry, respectively, and κ, λ, ξ, α i are coupling constants 2 . From the prescription of the detailed balance condition, the number of independent coupling constants can be reduced to six, i.e., κ, λ, µ, ν, Λ W , ω for a viable model in IR [13, 14] ,
in contrast to four fundamental constants in GR, i.e., Newton constant G, speed of light c, cosmological constant Λ, and the fixed coupling constant, λ = 1. However, in the below 2 The notations differ from those of [15] as κ 2 = 2κ we do not restrict to this case only, at least for the UV couplings α 4 , α 5 , α 6 so that the power-counting renormalizable and scale-invariant cosmological scalar fluctuations can be obtained.
For the power-counting renormalizable matter action, we consider z = 3 scalar field action [27, 28] ,
with the superscript (n) denoting n-th spatial derivatives, and V (φ) is the matter's potential without derivatives. The actions (2) and (6) are invariant under the foliation preserving Diff [1]
In order to study the cosmological perturbations around the homogeneous and isotropic backgrounds, we expand the metric and the scalar field as,
by considering spatially flat (k = 0) backgrounds and the conformal (or comoving) time η, for simplicity 3 . By substituting the metric and scalar field of (9) into the actions one can obtain the linear-order perturbation part of the total action S = S g + S m as follows (up to some boundary terms)
which results the background equations, known as the Friedman's equations,
3 For the metric with the physical time dt = adη, ds
with the comoving Hubble parameter
, and indices raised and lowered by δ ij . Here, it important to note that there is no higherderivative corrections to the background equations of (11) and (12) for spatially flat case and so the background equations are the same as those of GR [13] . However, even in this case, the higher-derivative effects can appear in the perturbed parts. Moreover, we note that the spatial curvature k and cosmological constant Λ can be independent parameters only when either the space-time is time-dependent or matter exists, which has been confused sometimes in the literatures. 4 The quadratic part of the total perturbed action is given by
is the quadratic part of the potential V in (3). Now, in order to separate the scalar, vector, and tensor contributions, we consider the most general decompositions,
where S i and F i are transverse vectors, andH ij is a transverse-traceless tensor, i.e.,
Then, the pure tensor, vector, and scalar parts of the total action is given by, respectively, 
Here, it is important to note that sixth-order-derivative terms in the gravity action (2), which are required in the power-counting renormalizability in four dimensions, contribute to scalar as well as tensor perturbations, through the specific combination of '3α 4 + 2α 5 + 8α 6 ' for the former but through only 'α 4 ' for the latter. This implies that tensor and scalar perturbations travel differently in UV, generally.
On the other hand, unlike the tensor and scalar parts, the vector perturbation is not dynamical, from the lack of kinetic terms.
III. HAMILTONIAN REDUCTION AND DYNAMICAL DEGREES OF FREE-DOM
In order to exhibit the true dynamical degrees of freedom we consider the Hamiltonian reduction method [31] , for the cosmologically perturbed actions (17)- (19) [15, 32] .
For the tensor part, the reduction is rather trivial since it is already in the unconstrained form with two physical modes which can be interpreted as two polarizations of the (primordial) gravitational waves as in GR [13, 14, [33] [34] [35] . In other words, the perturbed action (17) can be written as the first-order form,
with the conjugate momentum,
but without any constraint terms. Next, for the vector part, the action (18) can written as the first-order form,
But, from the equations of motion for ∆S i ,
which is a constraint equation, one obtains the vanishing action (23) and its Hamiltonian (24) , which show the non-dynamical nature of the vector perturbation. Finally, for the scalar part, which is the most non-trivial one, the action (19) can be written as the first-order form, after some computations,
with the conjugate momenta
Here, we note that A 2 terms in (19) are canceled without using the background equation (11) 5 and only the linearly-dependent terms remain in (27) so that A, as well as B, be the Lagrange multiplier.
Then, from the equations of motion for A and ∆B, which give the following constraint equations, respectively,
one obtains the reduced action, by eliminating Π R in (27),
which shows one dynamical scalar degree of freedom for the matter δφ and one nondynamical field R from the metric. In order to obtain a gauge-invariant description for the true dynamical degrees of freedom, we consider a new variable,
which is gauge invariant since R transforms as δR = Hf under the foliation preserving Diff (8), and its conjugate momentum,
Then, after some analysis, we find that the reduced action (34) can be written as
whose explicit forms are given in Appendix A. From the equations of motion for ∆R, 0 = δH
one can eliminate R also and finally obtain the physical action, with only the physical variables ζ and Π ζ ,
where the non-local operator Θ −1 is defined as ΘΘ −1 = 1, which may satisfy Θ −1 Θ = 1 when the zero mode can be ignored. This completes the Hamiltonian reduction of the system, which ends up with only the gauge invariant, physical degrees of freedom.
The usual second-order action form is given by
using the Hamilton's equation,
with the Poisson bracket,
which can be read from the symplectic structure in the action (46) [36] . By introducing a new canonical variable,
the action (46) can be written as
(51) with its equations of motion as
IV. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONAL DATA
In order to be compared with some observational data about the early Universe, let us consider UV limit 6 of our cosmological perturbations. First, for the scalar perturbations, the field equation of the canonical scalar field u (52) reduces to, in UV limit 7 ,
where 3α 4 ≡ 3α 4 + 2α 5 + 8α 6 , z ≡ aφ ′ 0 /H. Here, it is important to note that there are sixth-spatial derivatives, as required by the scale invariance of the observed power spectrum [20, 38] as well as the (power-counting) renormalizability [1] . This occurs only when there are sixth-derivative terms in the starting scalar action (6), (7) (i.e., ξ 3 = 0 in (7)) as well 6 For IR limit, the usual Mukhanov equation u ′′ − ∆u − (z ′′ /z)u is obtained when we set κ 2 µ 2 = 1 and λ = 1 [15] . 7 The result (55) can be also checked in the Lagrangian approach of [12] : For the UV-modified terms in the potential part of (3), the corrected coefficients in UV limit ared
−1 ]∆ 3 and then one can obtain the same UV limit as in (55) [37] .
as some breaking of the detailed balance condition in sixth-derivative terms for the gravity action (2) (i.e.,α 4 = 0) 8 . Regarding the scale invariance of the power spectrums, it has been noted that Hořava gravity could provide an alternative mechanism for the early Universe without introducing the hypothetical inflationary epoch [20, 28, 39] : The basic reason of the alternative mechanism comes from the momentum-dependent speeds of gravitational perturbations which could be much larger than the current, low energy (i.e., IR) speed c so that the exponentially expanding early spacetime could be mimicked. 9 Especially, it has been argued that even the power-law expansions [42] (t is the physical time, defined by dt = adη),
could produce the scale-invariant power spectrums [28, 39] . (For an earlier discussion, see also [27] ). In this case, from the relations,
[ we have used the background equation (12) in the first line of (58) ] one finds that the UV frequency in (55) can be written as
with ξ 3α4 [2p − (1 − λ)/4]/(3λ − 1) ≥ 0 for a stable perturbation. Moreover, for some analytic computations, we consider only one interesting case of p = 1/2, which corresponds to the radiation-dominated era at the early Universe. Then, it is easy to see that the normalized mode function is given by 10 [20, 33] 
, from the standard normalization condition,
with the Fourier expansion,
Then, the (dimensionless) power spectrum 11 ∆ 2 ζ (k) for the quantum fieldζ of the ζ perturbation,
is obtained as
using
in UV limit, without knowing the details of the history of the early Universe and the form of the (non-derivative) potential V (φ) 12 . Note that there is no k (i.e., scale) dependence in the UV limit but its k-dependence appears in the subleading terms, which produce the running of the spectral indices. By identifying the UV power spectrum with the observed (nearly) scale-invariant scalar power spectrum, ∆ 2 ζ ∼ 10 −9 , one finds that
Now, for the tensor perturbation, the similar result can be obtained more easily. To do this, we first note that the UV limit of the field equation for transverse traceless modeH ij is given byH
with α 4 ≥ 0 for the stable tensor perturbation, whose propagation speed is different from that of the scalar fluctuation in (54) and (55) generally, as anticipated in the action forms of (17) and (19) . Then, it is easy to find that the canonically normalized mode function is given by
, with the Fourier expansion,
Then, one can obtain the total power spectrum for the perturbations (the factor "2" is due to the two polarizations of the tensor perturbation, s = +, ×),
which is also scale-invariant, with the polarization tensor ǫ
The tensor-to-scalar ratio is obtained as
On the other hand, from the known values of ∆ 2 ζ , α 4 can also be expressed as
So, for the large values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r ≥ 0.01, one can obtain
From the intimate relation between the UV conformal symmetry in the Hořava gravity with the detailed balance condition and the particular coupling of λ = 1/3 [1] , some quantum mechanical breaking of the UV conformal symmetry, i.e., conformal anomaly, could be one possible origin of the breaking of the UV detailed balance condition. If this is the case, one can obtain ka 4 ξ 4 ≫ 10 −5 by assuming that other UV parameters α 5 and α 6 are also the same order as α 4 , i.e., estimate about RG-flows for these parameters separately since all the coupling parameters α i , κ, λ, and ξ n could flow under RG, the results of (66), (73), and (74) in UV limit, contrast to the IR limit of (c ≡ 1), α i → 0, ξ 1 → 1/2, ξ 2,3 → 0, λ → 1, κ 2 → 32πG, ξ → 1 for the appropriate IR-modified action [44] , seems to indicate the real occurrence of RG-flows. Now, in order to understand how the scale-invariant UV fluctuations are related to the current cosmological observables, we first note that, in our case of 1/3 < p < 1, the conformal (or comoving) time is given by, from (57),
and one can take the initial moment as η i = 0 with a(η i ) = 0, in contrast to the p > 1 powerlaw expansion or the usual inflation theory with the exponential expansion. Here, note that, due to the momentum-dependent, superluminal speeds of fluctuations, from (55) and (59), one does not need to introduce the infinite past as the initial moment, i.e., η i = −∞ in order to resolve the casual communication problem in the early Universe, like the "horizon problem" in the Big Bang cosmology: The past light cones in the early Universe, which is assumed to be UV region, are more flattened than that of GR in IR region so that any two points at the surface of the observed CMB, η CM B ∼ 0.03η 0 for the current time η 0 , can be in causal contact at the initial moment of the Big Bang, η i = 0 (Fig. 1) .
Next, we note that, while we have considered ω U V ≫ H in UV limit, ω U V decreases slowly with ω ′ U V /ω U V = −4H ≪ ω U V so that the fluctuations follow adiabatically the initially scaleinvariant oscillations until ω U V ∼ k 3 /a 2 ∼ H is reached, where the adiabaticity breaks down and the fluctuations start to freeze-out. This transition point corresponds to the horizon exit in the conventional inflation theory (Fig. 2) . After some evolution in the freezing region outside the horizon in UV region, the fluctuations re-enter the horizon in IR region, where ω IR ∼ k, since H ∼ a −(1−p)/p ∼ ω IR for any power-law expansion with 1/3 < p < 1 so that the scale-invariant fluctuations with the usual IR dispersion can be observed now [20] .
This can be also understood in the comoving length scales, where the relevant comoving Hubble length is given by
(1−p)/p with the characteristic velocities v U V and v IR , for the UV and IR regions, respectively, with a fixed comoving length scale k −1 (Fig. 3) . In this picture, it is clear why we need the condition '1/3 < p < 1' for the viable Big Bang cosmology model with the horizon exit and re-entry: The relevant Hubble length at UV, v U V H −1 is decreasing due to the decreasing characteristic velocity v U V ∼ k 2 a −2 during expansions for 1/3 < p so that there is a horizon exit, whereas increasing IR Hubble length v IR H −1 = H −1 for p < 1 so that there is "necessarily" a horizon re-entry. Note that the conditions of the horizon exit and re-entry agree with those of corresponding energy scales, as described above and Fig.  2 13 . It is remarkable that we could mimic the conventional inflationary picture without 13 One can also consider the physical length scale analysis with ω phy = ω/a, k phy = k/a, H ≡ȧ/a = H/a and then one finds the relevant physical Hubble length as v introducing the hypothetical inflationary epoch and other subsequent processes.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
solved, or generally some combinations of these two. In the Dirac's method, one can obtain the reduced phase space through the Dirac bracketing with classification of constraints as first and second-class, primary constraints or their descendants, called secondary constraints [45] . On the other hand, in the Hamiltonian reduction method, the constrained variables are eliminated by solving the constraints, when applies, so that only un-constrained variables remain in the reduced systems [31] . In the later method, it is an important fact that the distinction between the first-class constraints and the second-class constraints is not necessary since the algebras between constraints are not needed. It is known that these two approaches are equivalent "classically" (see [46] , for example), though quantum mechanically non-trivial. But the later approach is more efficient in identifying the unconstrained variables, when applies as in our case which will be discussed below in more details, without resorting the cumbersome classifications of the first or second class. Moreover, in the perturbed systems, we need to be more careful about the constraint algebras since the more higher orders (at least one-order higher) than the primarily obtained perturbative constraints from a given order of the action or Hamiltonian. For example, in our case of quadratic-order systems, one can obtain the first-order constraints, neglecting those of vector part which is trivial, as
but their constraint algebras produce the zero-th order quantities through Poisson brackets. However, these are not enough to see whether the algebras are closed (i.e., producing already existing first-order constraints) or not (i.e., having some residual terms which can not be expressed by the existing constraints), and this is the source of troubles in the constraint analysis of [15] . 14 Actually, in [15] , it is claimed that the constraints C A = 0 and C ∆R = 0 are the second-class constraints 15 and C ∆B = 0 is the first-class constraint but this is a premature statement unless we get the first-order quantities through Poisson brackets, which is not possible in the starting quadratic-order systems.
However, since counting the number of degrees of freedom through the standard formula,
where 2n is the number of canonical variables, N 1 is the number of the first-class constraints, and N 2 is the number of the second-class constraints, produces s = (2×3−2×1−1×3)/2 = 1, in agreement with the Hamiltonian reduction method in this paper, either the naive estimation of [15] could be confirmed even when considering the higher-order effects, or there is one more (i.e., fourth) constraint which constitutes another second-class constraint with the used-to-be first-class constraint, C ∆B = 0 so that N 1 = 0, N 2 = 4. It would be a challenging problem to investigate the constraint algebras by considering cubic-order constraints.
2. On the well-defindness of GR limit: In the general decomposition of the metric, we start with four scalar degrees of freedom A, B, E, and R. The first three of them, A, B, E are the Lagrange multipliers which are eliminated by solving or imposing their associated constraints C A = 0, C ∆B ≡ Π ∆E = 0. The fourth of them R is eliminated by solving the constraint (43) . In this way, all the scalar degrees of freedom in the metric are eliminated (A, B, E cases) or absorbed (R case) into the gauge-invariant scalar variable ζ ≡ δφ − (φ ′ 0 /H)R, which corresponds to Mukhanov-Sasaki variable [47, 48] , so that the gauge transformation of the matter field δφ is compensated by R. It is remarkable that all the constraints can be easily solved in the general cosmological backgrounds with H, φ ′ 0 = 0, which is quite unusual in the general context of gravity theory constraints.
On the other hand, even though the scalar part R of the metric contributes to the gauge invariant variable ζ, it is generated essentially by the scalar matter field through the coupling (φ ′ 0 /H); in other words, the quantum perturbations of the scalar degrees of freedom are essentially coming from scalar matter fields as in the standard cosmological perturbation theory in GR and this confirms the similar statement in the Lagrangian approach with some appropriate gauge choices [12] .
However, it is interesting to note that the static limit H → 0, i.e.,, flat Minkowski vacuum limit is not well-defined unless φ in (46) . In particular, it is important to note that the purely GR limit of λ → 1 can be well-defined for arbitrary time-dependent backgrounds with H = 0: If one considers (incorrect) perturbations of a gravity system with matters around flat Minkowski vacuum, there would be singularities which signal a wrong choice of the Minkowski vacuum when matters present [5] .
As the last remark, the constraint C A = 0 in (29) , which corresponds to the "local" Hamiltonian constraint, is essential to recover GR, as we have seen above (also in [14] ), and this is from allowing the arbitrary, space-time dependent fluctuations of the lapse function N = a(η) (1 + A(η, x) ). This is in contrast to the, so called, projectable case with N = a(η)(1 + A(η)), where there is no local Hamiltonian constraint but only its integrated form d 3 xC A = 0 and recovering GR is not quite clear [22] , as in the extended model [16, [24] [25] [26] .
Θ 3 = −z 2 ξ 3 − 2 a 2 (3α 4 + 2α 5 + 8α 6 ) .
Here, we denote z ≡ aφ
with the slow-roll parameter ǫ.
